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Abstract : 
 
The complex wave climate of Hawaii includes a mix of seasonal swells and wind waves from all 
directions across the Pacific. Numerical hindcasting from surface winds provides essential space-time 
information to complement buoy and satellite observations for studies of the marine environment. We 
utilize WAVEWATCH III and SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) in a nested grid system to model 
basin-wide processes as well as high-resolution wave conditions around the Hawaiian Islands from 
1979 to 2013. The wind forcing includes the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) for the globe 
and downscaled regional winds from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. Long-term 
in-situ buoy measurements and remotely-sensed wind speeds and wave heights allow thorough 
assessment of the modeling approach and the data products for practical application. The high-
resolution WRF winds, which include orographic and land-surface effects, are validated with 
QuickSCAT observations from 2000 to 2009. The wave hindcast reproduces the spatial patterns of 
swell and wind wave events detected by altimeters on multiple platforms between 1991 and 2009 as 
well as the seasonal variations recorded at 16 offshore and nearshore buoys around the Hawaiian 
Islands from 1979 to 2013. The hindcast captures heightened seas in interisland channels and around 
prominent headlands, but tends to overestimate the heights of approaching northwest swells and give 
lower estimations in sheltered areas. The validated high-resolution hindcast sets a baseline for future 
improvement of spectral wave models. 
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Highlights 

► Long-term high-resolution wave hindcast around the Hawaiian Islands. ► Regional winds including 
orographic effects from Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF). ► Quantification of the complex 
wave climate in Hawaii. ► Thorough examination of wave hindcast with measurements from 16 buoys 
and 7 satellite platforms. 
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1. Introduction  

 
Hawaii has unique wave climate associated with its North Central Pacific location and massive 
archipelago. Figure 1 provides a location map to illustrate the prominent wave regimes and 
geographical features. Extratropical storms near the Kuril and Aleutian Islands generate swells toward 
Hawaii from the northwest to north during the boreal winter. The south facing shores experience 
moderate swells from the year-round Southern Hemisphere Westerlies that are augmented by mid-
latitude cyclones in the boreal summer. The persistent trade winds generate waves from the northeast 
to east throughout the year, while subtropical storms during the winter and passing cold fronts can 
generate waves from all directions. The steep volcanic mountains speed up the wind flows in the 
channels and create prominent wakes leeward of the Hawaiian Islands (Yang et al., 2005; Nguyen et 
al., 2010; Hitzl et al, 2014). These localized wind flows together with island sheltering create regional 
wave patterns with large spatial and temporal variations (Aucan, 2006; Caldwell et al., 2009; Stopa et 
al., 2011).  

There are increasing demands for long-term wave data in support of ocean renewable energy planning, 
marine ecosystem assessment, shoreline management, and infrastructure development in Hawaii. 
Altimeters aboard polar orbiting satellites have the advantage of providing significant wave heights with 
global expanse. The observations are available along satellite tracks at time intervals between 10 and 
35 days. The lack of wave direction and period in a multi-modal sea 
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state as well as contamination of the signal by landmasses hamper their application in coastal 49 

regions. Offshore and nearshore buoys have provided in-situ wave measurements at strategic 50 

locations along the island chain as shown in Figure 1. Some of the buoys recorded over 30 years 51 

of wave data and most of the recent measurements are directional. Despite their ability to fully 52 

record the sea state, they are limited to discrete locations and subject to downtime due to 53 

equipment failure and maintenance. A detailed description of the complex wave climate in 54 

Hawaii is best accomplished by numerical modeling, while measurements from altimeters and 55 

buoys are useful for validation of the model results and assessment of the model performance.  56 

Third generation spectral wave models, such as WAVEWATCH III of Tolman (2008) and 57 

SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) of Booij et al. (1999), are proven tools in describing the 58 

multi-modal sea states of Hawaii (Stopa et al, 2011). Despite being developed for open oceans 59 

and shelf seas, WAVEWATCH III is able to depict shadowing of the wave field by the Hawaiian 60 

Islands and heightened seas with small fetches in interisland channels and around headlands 61 

(Stopa et al., 2013; Foster et al., 2014). SWAN is better suited for near-shore environments due 62 

to its efficient implicit scheme to compute wave processes in fine resolution and ability to 63 

account for triad wave interactions in shallow water. Filipot and Cheung (2012) provided 64 

additional parameterizations for energy dissipation due to wave breaking and bottom friction in 65 

the fringing reef environment of Hawaii. The nesting of WAVEWATCH III and SWAN has 66 

proven its effectiveness in modeling wave generation and propagation from the open ocean to the 67 

shore. 68 

High-quality global and regional wind forcing is critical for modeling the multi-modal seas in 69 

Hawaii. Reanalysis datasets provide an opportunity to reproduce global wave conditions with 70 

high fidelity (Arinaga and Cheung, 2012; Caires et al., 2004; Chawla et al., 2013; Stopa et al., 71 

2013). The Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) of NOAA NCEP was generated from a 72 

suite of coupled ocean, land, ice, and atmospheric models with assimilation of observations in 73 

three space dimensions (Saha et al., 2010). Its products include hourly surface winds on a 0.5° 74 

grid from 1979 to 2010. The same model system produces the CFS version 2 reforecast data with 75 
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0.205° resolution from 2011 onward as an extension of CFSR (Saha et al., 2014). The ECMWF 76 

Reanalysis (ERA) Interim includes coupling to a spectral wave model and a 4-dimensional 77 

assimilation method (Dee et al., 2011). It has surface wind data every 3 hours with a ~0.7° grid 78 

spacing from 1979 to present. Stopa and Cheung (2014) inter-compared the wind speeds from 79 

CFSR and ERA-Interim with altimetry and buoy observations, and concluded that although both 80 

products have good spatial homogeneity and consistent levels of errors, CFSR provides better 81 

descriptions of the upper percentile winds for wave hindcasting. 82 

The orographically induced airflow over Hawaii waters is not resolved by global reanalysis. 83 

The wind flow is significantly modified by steep volcanic mountains of up to 4000 m high and 84 

islands of up to 140 km across as well as the diurnal land-sea thermal contrast (Yang et al., 2005; 85 

Nguyen et al., 2010; Carlis et al., 2010). High-resolution wind data from locally calibrated 86 

atmospheric models is crucial for the wave hindcast around the Hawaiian Islands (Stopa et al., 87 

2011; 2013). With proper descriptions of lower boundary conditions such as terrain, vegetation 88 

cover, and soil type, high-resolution models have considerable skills in simulating the island-89 

scale airflow, weather climate, and ocean surface winds (e.g., Zhang et al., 2005; Yang et al., 90 

2005; Carlis et al., 2010; Nguyen et al., 2010). The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 91 

model of Skamarock and Klemp (2008) has become a standard tool for Hawaii regional climate 92 

studies (Hitzl et al., 2014). The high-resolution WRF model was employed for simulation of a 93 

heavy rainfall event over Oahu associated with a Kona storm and a winter cold front in the mid-94 

Pacific by Tu and Chen (2011) and Zhou and Chen (2014). The results from these studies were 95 

validated against surface maps, sounding data, and surface measurements.  96 

In this paper, we describe a long-term hindcast using WAVEWATCH III and SWAN to 97 

characterize the complex wave climate along the Hawaiian Islands for a 34-year period from 98 

February 1979 to May 2013. Section 2 summarizes the setup of the spectral wave models in a 99 

system of global, regional, and nearshore computational grids. The wind forcing includes CFSR 100 

for the entire globe and downscaled WRF winds for the Hawaii region to account for distant 101 

swells as well as local contributions to the wind waves. A number of error metrics are defined for 102 
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assessment of the hindcast against measurements from buoys and satellites. In section 3, we 103 

demonstrate the local wave climate through examples of typical wind and wave events from the 104 

hindcast dataset and satellite measurements. These include waves generated by trade winds, a 105 

subtropical cyclone, and a passing cold front as well as a north and a south Pacific swell. Section 106 

4 compares the computed wind and wave data with long-term satellite and buoy observations as 107 

well as previous and existing hindcast datasets. This is followed by a summary of the findings in 108 

Section 5. 109 

2. Methodology 110 

We build on the methodology of Stopa et al. (2013), who hindcast the wave conditions 111 

around the Hawaiian Islands with three levels of nested grids using the Final Global 112 

Tropospheric Analysis (FNL) winds for 2000 to 2009. The present model setup involves the 113 

same resolution for Hawaii WAVEWATCH III, but higher resolution for global WAVEWATCH 114 

III and island-scale SWAN. The earlier study utilized the source term package of Tolman and 115 

Chalikov (1996) in WAVEWATCH III version 3.14. There have been advances in the source 116 

term development and implementation (Ardhuin et al., 2010; Banner et al., 2010; Bidlot et al., 117 

2007; Leckler et al., 2013; Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013; Roger et al., 2012; Tolman et al., 2013; 118 

Zieger et al., 2015). In the present study, we make use of the package of Ardhuin et al. (2010) 119 

with updated descriptions of nonlinear swell dissipation, wave breaking, and wind stress in 120 

WAVEWATCH III version 4.18 (Tolman et al., 2014). The island-scale wave processes are 121 

modeled using the source term of Van der Westhuysen (2007) and Van der Westhuysen et al. 122 

(2007) in SWAN version 40.81, which was modified to include the parameterizations developed 123 

by Filipot and Cheung (2012) for tropical island environments. CFSR, which has improved 124 

physics, assimilation, and resolution compared to FNL, provides the boundary conditions for 125 

Hawaii WRF. This results in more accurate global and regional wind forcing for the wave 126 

models over a longer period from 1979 to 2013. Additional measurements from multiple 127 
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altimeters and recently deployed near-shore buoys allow for more thorough assessment of the 128 

wave hindcast around the Hawaiian Islands. 129 

2.1 Model Setup 130 

We utilize a system of nested global, regional, and island-scale spectral wave models to 131 

capture physical processes at increasing temporal and spatial resolution. Table 1 lists the 132 

coverage and resolution of each computational grid. The global WAVEWATCH III model, 133 

which resolves the oceans from 77.5°S to 77.5°N at 0.5° (~55 km near Hawaii), has a two-way 134 

nested regional grid covering the major Hawaiian Islands at 3 arc-min (~5.5 km) resolution. The 135 

finer regional grid is needed to resolve the wave field in the shadows of the islands (Ponce de 136 

Leon and Guedes Soares, 2005; Stopa et al., 2011). The regional WAVEWATCH III provides 137 

directional wave spectra along the boundaries of the nested SWAN grids around Oahu, Kauai, 138 

Maui and Hawaii Island for modeling of coastal wave transformation with 18 arc-sec (~550 m) 139 

resolution. The multimodal wave conditions are resolved with 50 logarithmic frequency bins and 140 

36 constant directional bins. Figure 1 illustrates the setup of the island-scale nested grids within 141 

the Hawaii regional domain. The island-scale SWAN describes wave transformation over the 142 

insular shelf and around headlands, where high-quality bathymetry comes from a blended dataset 143 

from multibeam and LiDAR surveys (Cheung et al., 2013). The results may in turn define the 144 

boundary conditions for higher-resolution computations of the wave conditions at the shore using 145 

phase-averaged or phase-resolving models (Li et al., 2014).  146 

The wind forcing for the wave hindcast comes from CFSR for the entire globe and 147 

downscaled WRF winds for the Hawaii region. The global wind dataset was generated from a 148 

suite of coupled models that includes the Global Forecast System of Yang et al. (2006), the 149 

Modular Ocean Model (MOM) version 4 and sea ice model from the Geophysical Fluid 150 

Dynamic Lab (Griffies et al. 2004), and the NOAH Land Surface Model of Ek et al. (2003) with 151 

assimilation of ground-based, aircraft, ship, and satellite observations (Saha et al., 2010; 2014). 152 

The atmospheric model has 64 vertical layers extending from the surface to 0.2 hPa on a 0.5° (~ 153 
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55 km) grid from 1979 to 2010 and a 0.205° (~22.5 km) grid from 2011 onward. The output 154 

defines the initial and boundary conditions for Hawaii WRF, which is based on a two-way nested 155 

grid system with 38 vertical sigma levels from the surface to 100 hPa (Hitzl et al., 2014). Table 1 156 

includes the horizontal coverage and resolution of the computational grids. The level-1 grid 157 

covers the North Central Pacific at 18 km resolution to accurately model the synoptic weather. It 158 

also provides a transition to the level-2 grid, which resolves the mesoscale wind flows across the 159 

Hawaiian Islands at 6 km resolution. The NOAH Land Surface Model accounts for vegetation 160 

coverage and land surface properties of the Hawaiian Islands using data compiled by Zhang et al. 161 

(2005). 162 

The large computational and storage requirements of the 34-year hindcast call for a careful 163 

data management. The pressure, temperature, moisture, and wind velocity from CFSR are 164 

interpolated in space and time to define the initial and boundary conditions for Hawaii WRF. The 165 

production consists of a series of overlapping 36-hour daily runs with the wind velocity output at 166 

the standard 10 m elevation every hour. The first 12 hours allow for model spin-up and the 167 

output from the remaining 24 hours is concatenated to produce a continuous 34-year dataset. The 168 

hourly WRF wind data around the Hawaiian Islands and the CFSR winds for the entire globe are 169 

then interpolated in space and time to define the forcing for wave modeling. The nested global 170 

and Hawaii WAVEWATCH III hindcast comprises 34 overlapping 12.5-month runs with the 171 

first half month for model spin-up and the remaining 12 months for archiving. Parameters such 172 

as significant wave heights, peak periods, and peak directions of the spectral partitions are 173 

archived at all grid points. Two-dimensional wave spectra are only output at buoy locations at 174 

hourly intervals and along boundaries of the four island-scale domains for non-stationary SWAN 175 

computation. The nesting of SWAN in WAVEWATCH III produces higher resolution wave 176 

conditions over the shallow insular shelves and reefs for model validation. The setup also 177 

provides a framework for subsequent modeling of the nearshore wave conditions from the 178 

archived spectral boundary conditions. 179 
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2.2 Observational Data  180 

QuikSCAT provided wind measurements over 90% of the ice-free ocean surface daily from 181 

1999 to 2009. An onboard scatterometer pulsed cloud-penetrating microwaves in the Ku band 182 

toward the earth and recorded the backscatter signal under a majority of weather conditions. The 183 

wind speed and direction at 10-m elevation are estimated from the backscattered signal using the 184 

Geophysical Model Function along with the Direction Interval Retrieval with Threshold 185 

Nudging (Ebuchi et al., 2002). The polar orbiting satellite flew over Hawaii in ascending and 186 

descending passes. The observations over the 1800-km swath, which covers most of the island 187 

chain, have been post-processed into a spatial grid of approximately 12.5 km resolution to 188 

capture mesoscale wind features (JPL, 2000). The dataset excludes land, coastal, and sea ice 189 

regions and provides rain information for users to remove potentially contaminated data. The 190 

post-processed wind measurements provide a comparison with interpolated data from the Hawaii 191 

WRF model. 192 

Significant wave heights detected by actively emitting Ku-microwave signals of satellite 193 

altimeters are instrumental for wave model validation and development (Rascle and Ardhuin, 194 

2013; Stopa et al., 2015; Ardhuin et al., 2010). Once the measured wave heights are quality 195 

controlled and corrected for sensor biases, their accuracy is comparable to buoy measurements 196 

with the advantage of global coverage (Zieger et al., 2009). The GlobWAVE project under the 197 

European Space Agency compiled a comprehensive dataset from multiple platforms (Queffeulou 198 

and Croize-Fillon, 2010). The data sources include European Remote Sensing 1 (1991-1996) and 199 

2 (1995-2003), Environmental Satellite (2002-2012), Jason 1 (2001-2013) and 2 (2008-present), 200 

Topex-Poseidon (1992-2005), and GEOSAT Follow-on (1998-2008). The GlobWAVE dataset 201 

only includes measurements with strong signal to noise ratio and free from anomalous objects 202 

and landmasses. The standard error is approximately 0.1 m, or 10% of the significant wave 203 

height whichever is larger. The merged along-track measurements cover most of the Hawaii 204 

region from 1991 through 2011 for wave model validation. 205 
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Hawaii has extensive wave records from a number of buoys for evaluation and validation of 206 

the 34-year hindcast. Table 2 lists the coordinates, water depths, and data periods of 7 offshore 207 

and 9 nearshore buoys considered in this study. We use National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) 208 

numbers to identify the buoys except for Barking Sands, which only has a Coastal Data 209 

Information Program (CDIP) number. The offshore buoys #51001, 51003, 51002, 51004, 51100, 210 

51000, and 51101 around the Hawaiian Island chain have 5-30 years of records and provide 211 

general wave conditions for the validation of the WAVEWATCH III hindcast. Additional wave 212 

measurements are available from nearshore buoys: #39 off west Kauai; #51201, 51202, 51204, 213 

and 51207 around Oahu; #51203 and 51205 off west and north Maui; and #51206 off east 214 

Hawaii (see Figure 1 for location map). Coastal wave measurements are available from KNOH1, 215 

which is a bottom pressure sensor at 12 m water atop a fringing reef on the south shore of Oahu. 216 

Most of the nearshore buoys were deployed after 2010 as part of the Pacific Islands Ocean 217 

Observing System. They detect wave conditions simultaneously on the open and lee sides of an 218 

island or island group for validation of the SWAN results and examination of the model 219 

capability in describing wave conditions around the islands.     220 

2.3 Error Metrics  221 

The recorded and hindcast datasets have different spatial and temporary resolutions. We 222 

post-process the hindcast data to match the record location and time stamp and compile data pair 223 

sequences for direct comparison. A number of error metrics available to measure the difference 224 

between the two datasets. These include the mean error or bias and the root-mean-square error, 225 

defined as 226 

   
 

 
        

 
    (1) 227 

      
 

 
          

     (2) 228 
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where (xi, yi) denote the recorded and hindcast data pairs and n is the number of data pairs. The 229 

overall agreement can be illustrated by the correlation coefficient and scatter index as 230 

    
                

   

           
              

   

 (3) 231 

   
 

  
 

 

 
                    

     (4) 232 

where the over bar indicates time average.  233 

A scatter plot of the data pairs can illustrate the general relationship between the records and 234 

hindcast to complement the error matrices. A regression line can provide additional insight by 235 

showing the variation of the bias over the data range. The time lag between recorded and 236 

hindcast events might contribute to the scatter of the data even with good agreement of the 237 

magnitude. We use the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots to compare the percentile distributions of 238 

the two datasets independent of the time stamps. It should be noted that the records also contain 239 

errors and are used as a reference for comparison. 240 

3. Hawaii Wave Climate  241 

Hawaii experiences persistent trade winds and episodic cold fronts throughout the year, as 242 

well as occasional Kona Storms in the winter months. These events generate wind waves with 6 243 

to 12 sec period that are mixed with long-period swells from north and south Pacific 244 

extratropical cyclones. An understanding of the underlying processes and local features is 245 

necessary to identify the strengthens and weaknesses of the hindcast. Although the sea state is 246 

typically multi-modal, we select representative wind wave and swell events from the 34-year 247 

dataset to illustrate the Hawaii regional wind and wave climate. Satellite observations allow 248 

assessment of the hindcast in capturing the selected events as well as their spatial patterns 249 

introduced by the island chain.   250 

Trade wind waves are the most common, especially during the summer months, when the 251 

subtropical high to the north of Hawaii is strong and stable. Figure 2 shows a typical trade wind 252 
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and wave event on 17 August, 2005. The geopotential height at 300 mb indicates the presence of 253 

a subtropical high-pressure over an area to the north of Hawaii setting up a regime of persistent 254 

trade winds toward the islands. Hawaii WRF and QuikSCAT at the nearest time stamp show 255 

trade winds of 5~7 m s-1 from the northeast as well as deceleration in front of the islands and 256 

acceleration in channels and around southern Hawaii Island. WRF produces more refined 257 

features of the wind field especially in the wake of Hawaii Island. QuikSCAT cannot fully 258 

capture these small-scale processes with a spatial resolution of ~12.5 km. The trade winds 259 

generate waves with 1.5 m significant wave height and 8 s peak period from the east. The 260 

acceleration of the trade winds in the channels and south of Hawaii Island augments the local 261 

wave height to 2.2 m. The altimeter observation from GlobWAVE at the nearest time stamp 262 

validates the approaching wave heights as well as the heightened seas associated with local 263 

acceleration of the winds. Shadows of the wind waves develop leeward of the islands and expose 264 

a long-period south swell of less than 1 m wave height in the background.  265 

The local trade wind flow is occasionally interrupted by cold fronts passing through the 266 

Hawaiian Islands from the west to east over a period of several days. Figure 3 shows the 267 

atmospheric and wave conditions when a cold front approached Hawaii on March 1, 2004. The 268 

300-mb geopotential height indicates a migrating trough to the northwest of Hawaii. Under these 269 

synoptic weather conditions, a low-level cyclonic flow is generated over Kauai and Oahu as seen 270 

in the QuikSCAT and WRF wind fields (half an hour apart). The winds transition from 15 m s-1 271 

northerly to under 10 m s-1 southeasterly across the island chain. The simulated southeasterly 272 

winds produce wakes off the north-facing shores of Maui and Hawaii Island with speed under 3 273 

m s-1. QuikSCAT detects the reduction of the wind speed but cannot resolve the detailed airflow 274 

in the wakes. The migrating cold front generates northwest waves across the ocean reaching 275 

Hawaii with 2.5 m height and 13~14 s period that are evident south of the island chain. These 276 

together with locally generated southeast waves and trade wind waves from the far field produce 277 

a multi-modal sea state with 3 m wave height and 9 s period to the north. In comparison to the 278 

altimetry data, the hindcast reasonably describes the wave height increase from south to north 279 
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across the island chain as well as sheltering effects southwest of Maui and southeast of Hawaii 280 

Island. 281 

Some of the migrating upper-level troughs may develop into subtropical cyclones known 282 

locally as "Kona Storms" during the winter (Simpson 1952). Once developed, a Kona storm 283 

moves erratically and can generate winds toward Hawaii from any direction. There are, on 284 

average, two to three Kona storms per year (Otkin and Martin, 2004). Figure 4 shows a selected 285 

event, which occurs on December 5, 2007 for illustration. The 300-mb geopotential height 286 

indicates a trough axis with closed contours north of Kauai that generates a Kona storm over the 287 

North Central Pacific. Both QuikSCAT and the WRF winds resolve the low-level circulations 288 

associated with the Kona storm and a strong converging flow across Oahu and Maui on its 289 

southeastern flank. The waves reach 6 m height and 10 s period within the core and attenuate 290 

toward the east and south following the tail of a northwest swell passing through the islands. 291 

Locally generated short-period waves from the converging flow are evident to the south of Maui 292 

and Oahu, which are in the shadow of the swell. The altimeter captured a cross section of the 293 

storm waves and swell with heights corroborating the hindcast results. The erratic motions of 294 

Kona storms can generate severe wave conditions on coastlines that are typically sheltered from 295 

trade winds and swells. For infrastructure planning and development, these events must be taken 296 

into consideration as they might produce more severe waves for a given coastline. 297 

In addition to waves associated with local weather, Hawaii also experiences large swells 298 

generated by North Pacific extratropical cyclones during the winter months and moderate swells 299 

from the South Pacific throughout the year. Figure 5 provides an illustration of a south swell 300 

mixed with east wind waves on July 12, 2001. The approaching swell with 2.1 m significant 301 

wave height and 15 s peak period produces shadows north of the island chain, where trade wind 302 

waves with 1.8 m height and 7.6 s period are evident. The multimodal sea state is augmented by 303 

the heightened wind waves downstream of the channels and around southern Hawaii Island. The 304 

altimetry measurements validate the heights of the computed south swell and wind waves and 305 

confirm the heightened conditions south of the islands as well as the shadows immediately to the 306 
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north. Comparing to the south swells, the north Pacific swells approaching Hawaii are more 307 

energetic. The direction, which is typically from the northwest, switches to the north at the end 308 

of the winter season. Figure 6 illustrates a prominent shadow along the Hawaiian Islands created 309 

by a northwest swell on January 5, 2001. The swell with 3.5 m significant wave height and 15 s 310 

peak period is dominant north of the islands. Background wind waves can be seen in the 311 

shadows southeast of Hawaii Island and at the Alenuihāhā Channel. In comparison to the 312 

altimetry measurements, the hindcast reproduces the swell to the north of the islands as well as 313 

the wave height variation in the shadow to the south. 314 

The five case studies have illustrated the typical components of Hawaii's wave climate. 315 

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of the CFSR wind and wave datasets has shown 316 

strong dependence of the swells and trades wind waves on the El Niño Southern Oscillation 317 

(Stopa and Cheung, 2014). El Niño years usually have increasing frequency and intensity of 318 

north swells (Aucan, 2006), but weaker trade winds and reduced Kona storm activity (Caruso 319 

and Businger, 2006; McPhaden et al., 2006). In addition to interannual climate cycles, the wind 320 

waves and swells in Hawaii are influenced by long-term climate change. Fyfe (2003) and Yin 321 

(2005) showed polarward intensification of the extratropical cyclones in the Southern and 322 

Northern Hemispheres in recent decades and into the 21st century. O'Connor and Chu (2015) 323 

showed 44% decrease of Kona Lows and 23% decrease of cold fronts for the La Niña years from 324 

the 1956-1982 to the 1983-2010 epoch. The buoy records from around Hawaii indicate shifting 325 

of trade winds from northeast to east during the 1980s to 2000s epoch (Garza et al., 2012). 326 

Through satellite and buoy records, reanalysis datasets, and model simulations, Boisséson et al. 327 

(2014) showed robust strengthening of trades winds over the Pacific during the past 20 years. 328 

The swells and wind waves reflect the changing extratropical cyclone, local storm and trade 329 

wind patterns. After validation with available observations, the 34-year high-resolution hindcast 330 

provides a wealth of information for studies of interannual cycles and long-term climate change 331 

as well as their impact to Hawaii.  332 
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4. Assessment of Hindcast 333 

We have illustrated the spatial patterns of typical wind and wave events around the Hawaiian 334 

Islands. The main features include heightened winds and waves in channels and around southern 335 

Hawaii Island as well as relatively calm conditions on the lee side of the islands. The selected 336 

events qualitatively demonstrate the capability of the hindcast in describing the complex sea 337 

states, which have significant implications for the marine environment and coastal infrastructure. 338 

With the typical spatial patterns identified, we now provide quantitative assessment and 339 

validation of the 34-year hindcast dataset in terms of the error metrics against long-term satellite 340 

and buoy measurements. 341 

4.1 Validation with Satellite Data  342 

Satellite observations allow validation of the complex spatial patterns of the hindcast around 343 

the Hawaiian Islands. The year-round trade winds have seasonal patterns influenced by the 344 

location of the subtropical high north of Hawaii. Figure 7 compares the average surface winds 345 

from WRF and QuikSCAT in the summer months of June, July and August and the winter 346 

months of December, January, and February during 2000 to 2009. The subtropical high is 347 

directly northeast of Hawaii in the summer. WRF shows average trades of 6~8 m s-1 from the 348 

east-northeast with maximum reaching 11 m s-1 in the Alenuihaha Channel and relatively calm 349 

conditions in the wake of Hawaii Island. The subtropical high migrates toward the northeast 350 

Pacific in the winter. The trade winds weaken and shift to a more easterly direction. The more 351 

compact winds have an average speed of 3~8 m s-1 approaching Hawaii. WRF reproduces the 352 

gridded QuikSCAT winds in the winter, but slightly underestimates the open ocean wind speed 353 

by approximately 0.5 m s-1 during the summer months. The seasonal pattern in QuikSCAT also 354 

depicts accelerated flows and wakes leeward of the islands, but the wakes are not as prominent 355 

as those from WRF likely due to the coarse resolution of 12.5 km. In addition, QuikSCAT is 356 
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known for overestimation of the wind speed under weak and variable conditions (Pensieri et al., 357 

2010; Satheesan et al., 2007). 358 

The hourly WRF winds with 6 km resolution are interpolated in time and space to match the 359 

QuikSCAT data over a 12.5-km grid for computation of the error metrics. Figure 8 shows the 360 

spatial distributions of the mean error, root-mean square error, correlation coefficient, and scatter 361 

index of the WRF winds from 2000 to 2009. Kona storms and cold front are less frequent and the 362 

error metrics primarily reflect the persistent trade wind conditions in Hawaii. The simulated 363 

high-resolution wind data from the WRF model reproduces the approaching flow as well as the 364 

local acceleration in the channels and south of Hawaii Island with less than 0.4 m s-1 mean error 365 

and 2 m s-1 root-mean-square error. The corresponding correlation coefficient of 0.7~0.8 and 366 

scatter index below 0.2 indicate good agreement between the two datasets in time. The most 367 

significant discrepancy occurs in the wake region of Hawaii Island, where the mean and root-368 

mean-square errors reach  -2 and 3.8 m s-1, due to overestimation of the wind speed by 369 

QuikSCAT. The low correlation and large scatter in the wake region indicate the challenge in 370 

modeling of the stochastic processes and remote-detection of the weak, variable flows. Since the 371 

fetch is small and the wind speed is low, the wake is not a significant generation region that 372 

influences the local wave climate.  373 

The wave conditions in Hawaii are highly localized due to orographically induced airflows as 374 

well as sheltering of both the wind waves and swells by the islands. GlobWAVE, which includes 375 

altimeters with multiple ground tracks over the Hawaii region, provides a consolidated dataset of 376 

significant wave height to assess the spatial pattern of the hindcast. Figure 9a shows the locations 377 

of altimetry observations from 1991 to 2011. The observations adjacent to large landmasses, 378 

which have high noise to signal ratio, were omitted in the dataset. We linearly interpolate the 379 

5.5-km hindcast data in space to match the altimetry record of the nearest hour for comparison. 380 

The hindcast and recorded data pairs are binned onto a spatial grid for computation of the error 381 

metrics. Figure 9b shows the grid coverage and the number of data pairs in each bin. The grid 382 

resolution of 0.25 is selected to provide an optimal balance between the data density and spatial 383 
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resolution. The use of multiple platforms over a period of 21 years provides adequate coverage 384 

of the waters around the Hawaiian Islands. Bins along tracks of long-running satellites have up to 385 

3410 data pairs, and those with less than 30 data pairs are not considered in the computation of 386 

the error metrics. 387 

Figure 10 shows the mean error, root-mean square error, correlation coefficient, and scatter 388 

index to provide an indication of the wave model performance around the Hawaiian Islands. The 389 

distribution of the error metrics is influenced by the trade wind waves as well as the north and 390 

south swells. Kona storms and cold fronts, which can generate severe wave conditions, are less 391 

frequent with negligible influence on the statistics. The mean error shows overestimation of the 392 

significant wave height north and south of the island chain and underestimation in the shadows 393 

of the northwest swells and trade wind waves. The small error to the southeast of Hawaii Island 394 

alludes to accurate reproduction of the trade wind waves. The RMSE follows a similar pattern, 395 

but with slightly larger values to the south likely due to the varying shadow region associated 396 

with the change of swell direction from northwest to north during the winter season. The high 397 

correlation coefficient and low scatter index north and east of the island chain indicate the 398 

hindcast captures the timing of the approaching north swell and wind waves reasonably well. 399 

The lower correlation and large scatter immediately south and west of the islands reflect the 400 

limitation of the spectral models in reproducing the wave conditions in sheltered regions. This is 401 

most evident in the region west of Hawaii Island, which is in the shadow of both the northwest 402 

swells and trade wind waves.  403 

4.2 Validation with Buoy Data 404 

The offshore and near-shore buoys around the Hawaiian Islands provide hourly 405 

measurements of the wind and wave conditions and several of them were in operation during 406 

most of the hindcast period. The detailed in-situ measurements complement the remotely sensed 407 

data for validation of the hindcast. Hitzl et al. (2014) validated the simulated high-resolution 408 

surface winds from the WRF model with records from 11 offshore and nearshore buoys for 2000 409 
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to 2009. The computed speeds have a bias within -0.9 to 0.4 m s-1 and RMSE of 1.6 to 3.1 m s-1 410 

among the 11 sites during the summer months, when the trade winds are strong and the 411 

conditions are challenging to the model. The results are consistent with the QuikSCAT 412 

comparison in Figure 8. The highest errors occur at a buoy downstream of Maui and Lanai in the 413 

wake of the trade wind flow. 414 

The wave buoys provide the significant wave height and peak period and the recent 415 

measurements include the peak direction as well. Figure 11 shows, for example, the comparison 416 

of the hindcast wave parameters with available measurements at 6 selected offshore and 417 

nearshore buoys in 2012 (see Figure 1 for location map). The hindcast reproduces the seasonal 418 

variations as well as the individual events, albeit  the gaps in the records when the buoys were 419 

not in operation. Both datasets at the three offshore buoys indicate persistent east wind waves of 420 

1~3 m significant wave height and 6~10 s peak period along the Hawaiian Islands. The records 421 

at buoy #51101 northwest of Kauai also show large north swells reaching 7 m and 21 sec in the 422 

winter months. The wave height decreases to 5 m at buoy #51002 south of the island chain due 423 

to sheltering of the north Pacific swells. Buoy #51004 southeast of Hawaii Island is open to the 424 

north, but recorded slightly smaller wave heights because the island chain blocks the more 425 

energetic swells from the northwest. Although swells from the South Pacific reach Hawaii all 426 

year round, their low energy levels are often masked by the more energetic north swells or wind 427 

waves and have little influence on the peak period or direction at the offshore buoys. During the 428 

summer, the hindcast shows significant wave height of over 4.5 m at Buoys #51002 and #51004 429 

due to Hurricane Daniel, which only affected the waters south of the island chain. 430 

The records at the three nearshore buoys show distinct wave climate on the north, east, and 431 

south sides of Oahu. Buoy #51201 located 9 km off the north shore recorded comparable swell 432 

conditions to #51101 with significant wave height and peak period up to 6.3 m and 22 s in the 433 

winter. Wind waves of 1 to 2 m height and 5 to 10 s period from the northeast reach the buoy 434 

during the summer. Buoy #51202 off the east shore is open to wind waves from the northeast to 435 

east, but is partially sheltered from the more energetic northwest swells. The hindcast model 436 
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reproduces the persistent wind waves of 1~3 m height, but underestimates the intermittent swells, 437 

which reach 4.2 m in the records. Buoy #51204 is sheltered from the majority of the north 438 

Pacific swells except those passing through Ka'ie'ie Channel from the northwest. The hindcast 439 

model resolves the period and direction of the northwest swells reasonably well, but 440 

underestimates the height likely due to the low spatial resolution, which cannot fully describe the 441 

steep seafloor near the buoy. Since the buoy is sheltered from direct approach of the northeast 442 

wind waves during the summer, it recorded clear signals of the south swell with 0.6~1.8 m 443 

height and up to 22 s period for validation of the hindcast.  444 

We compile the scatter plots of the hindcast significant wave height against all available 445 

buoy data from 1979 to 2013 for an overall assessment. Figure 12 provides the scatter plots of 446 

the two datasets at the six selected buoys. The results at the three offshore buoys demonstrate the 447 

model performance in different regions around the island chain. The hindcast predicts the 448 

recorded wave height reasonably well with 90% of the data within ±0.68 m and small RMSEs of 449 

0.29~0.47 m. The apparent large scatter for the energetic events is due to offset of the northwest 450 

swell arrivals between the hindcast and buoy measurements. The timing offsets are consistent for 451 

the exposed buoys leading to the similar scatter indices of 0.16 and 0.17 at buoys #51101 and 452 

buoy #51002 in the northwest and southwest regions. Buoy #51004, sheltered from the northwest 453 

swells by the island chain, yields a smaller scatter index of 0.12. Consistent with the altimetry 454 

comparison, the mean error at buoys #51101 and 51002 shows a positive bias of 0.16-0.28 m due 455 

to the northwest swell. The bias reduces to 0.06 m at buoy #51004 in the shadow of Hawaii 456 

Island. The regression lines with slopes of 0.87 to 0.99 and the high correlation coefficients up to 457 

0.91 indicate good overall agreement between the hindcast and recorded wave heights at the 458 

offshore locations.  459 

The wave conditions at the nearshore buoys around Oahu are mostly influenced by local 460 

island features. Buoy #51201 off the north shore is exposed to northeast wind waves and north 461 

Pacific swells and the scatter plot shows a pattern similar to that of the offshore buoy #51101 462 

with the regression slope close to one. The smaller overall wave height and mean error are due to 463 
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partial sheltering of the energetic northwest swells by Kauai and the east trade-wind waves by a 464 

prominent headland on northeast Oahu. The small RMSE of 0.36 m and the high correlation 465 

coefficient of 0.92 indicate good quality of the hindcast at this relatively exposed location. Buoy 466 

#51202 off the east shore experiences smaller wave heights due to sheltering of the northwest 467 

swells by the same headland. While most of the error metrics are comparable to those off the 468 

north shore, the ME improves from 0.18 to -0.01 m associated with dominance of the trade wind 469 

waves instead of the northwest swells. Buoy #51204 southwest of the island experiences the 470 

mildest wave conditions among the three nearshore buoys due to sheltering from the majority of 471 

the north Pacific swells and trade wind waves. This buoy is exposed to year-round south swells 472 

with typical significant wave heights of around 1 m. The negative mean error of -0.06 m 473 

indicates overall underestimation of the hindcast wave height. The small 0.65 regression slope 474 

implies greater underestimation of the energetic northwest swell events reaching the site. The 475 

low correlation of 0.78 is likely due to the limitations of the model in resolving the northwest 476 

swells and trade wind waves at this sheltered location.  477 

The Q-Q plots eliminate the timing errors and compare directly the percentile distributions of 478 

the hindcast and recorded significant wave heights. Figure 13 provides the comparisons at the six 479 

selected buoys. The hindcast at the three offshore buoys shows good accuracy for wave heights 480 

up to 5 m that account for at least 98% of the occurrence. The model tends to overestimate wave 481 

heights above 5 m at the exposed buoys #51101 and 51002, but underestimate at buoy #51004 482 

southeast of Hawaii Island in the shadow of the northwest swells. The extreme wave heights at 483 

the two exposed buoys are associated with Kona storms or cold fronts and are well captured by 484 

the hindcast due to the proximity of the buoys to the sources. The same pattern also exists at the 485 

nearshore buoys around Oahu. The hindcast yields slight overestimates of the wave height at the 486 

exposed buoy #51201, but shows underestimation at the sheltered buoys #51202 and 51204 for 487 

wave heights above 5 and 1.5 m, which correspond to the 99.6 and 85 % percentiles respectively. 488 

The lower predictions of the energetic events at #51202 are due to the model limitations in 489 

describing wave transformation around obstacles and in the shadows of islands. The hindcast at 490 
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buoy #51204 shows underestimation beginning at a smaller wave height and a lower percentile 491 

because of its location in the shadows of both the north Pacific swell and northeast trade wind 492 

waves.  493 

The time series, scatter, and Q-Q plots from the six selected buoys have illustrated the 494 

relationships between the hindcast and recorded datasets at the regional and island scales. Table 495 

3 summarizes the error metrics from the 16 buoys based on all available measurements. Ninety 496 

percent of the hindcast wave heights are within ±0.69 m or less of the measurements, except for 497 

buoy #39, which only recorded episodic events. The mean error at the offshore buoys #51000, 498 

51001, 51003, 51100, and 51101 and the nearshore buoys #39, 51201 and 51205, which are 499 

exposed to north Pacific swells, shows a consistent positive bias of 0.10 to 0.37 m. Buoy #51002 500 

south of the island chain is sheltered from the late season north swell. Its comparable ME of 0.16 501 

m implies the consistent positive bias comes from the more energetic and frequent northwest 502 

swells. The offshore buoy #51004 and the nearshore buoys #51202, 51207, and 51206, which are 503 

partially sheltered from the northwest swells, show negligible or small MEs of -0.01 to 0.06 m. 504 

The nearshore buoys KNOH1, #51203, and 51204, which are at well-sheltered locations from the 505 

north Pacific swells and northeast trade wind waves, show negative biases of -0.06 to -0.12 and 506 

low correlation coefficients of 0.67 to 0.78. The hindcast at these locations also shows strong 507 

tendency to underestimate the large events as indicated by the 0.57 to 0.71 regression slopes. The 508 

errors likely arise from the relatively low resolution of 500 m close to the shore and limitations 509 

of the spectral model in resolving the transformation of the dominant wave events into the 510 

shadow areas. 511 

4.3 Comparison with Previous Hindcast 512 

The present hindcast utilizes the updated source-term package from Ardhuin et al. (2010) and 513 

the CFSR winds with high-resolution WRF winds around Hawaii. We have already 514 

demonstrated the role of the high-resolution winds in the local wave field. A comparison with 515 

selected previous datasets can infer the added values of the source term package and CFSR. 516 
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Table 4 compares the error metrics computed for the present dataset and the NOAA NCEP 517 

WAVEWATCH III hindcast of Chawla et al. (2013) at four offshore buoys around Hawaii. The 518 

comparison makes use of available buoy records during the span of the NOAA hindcast from 519 

1979 to 2007. The NOAA hindcast utilized the CFSR wind forcing and the source term package 520 

of Tolman and Chalikov (1996), which is known to underestimate the dissipation and 521 

overestimate the swell energy (Hanson et al., 2009; Stopa et al., 2015). The present hindcast 522 

shows comparable correlation coefficients and scatter indices due to the use of the same wind 523 

forcing. For the comparable offshore resolution, the consistent reduction of the positive bias, 524 

RMSE, and the regression slope point to improvement of the generation and dissipation 525 

mechanisms in the source term of Ardhuin et al. (2010).  526 

Table 5 compares the error metrics from the present study with the previous hindcast of 527 

Stopa et al. (2013), which used the source term of Tolman and Chalikov (1996) and the lower 528 

resolution FNL global winds. The high-resolution computations with WRF wind forcing around 529 

the Hawaiian Islands in both studies allow direct comparison of the hindcast datasets at the near-530 

shore buoys. The error metrics are recomputed at the buoys considered in the earlier hindcast 531 

using available measurements from 2000 to 2009. The present hindcast shows consistent 532 

improvement in terms of the RMSE, correlation coefficient, and scatter index. This is reflected in 533 

the accurate description of the individual events from the CFSR winds as illustrated in the time 534 

series comparison in Figure 11. The two datasets have comparable positive bias at buoys open to 535 

the north Pacific swells despite the lower dissipation in the source term used in the previous 536 

study. Furthermore, the present hindcast has higher linear regression slopes closer to one. This 537 

alludes to the underestimation of the wind forcing from FNL and highlights the improvement of 538 

CFSR in describing the more severe events as pointed out by Stopa and Cheung (2014). 539 

The positive bias of the swell prediction is still present with the source term of Ardhuin et al. 540 

(2010) and is a topic of on-going investigation (Stopa et al., 2015). On the other hand, the 541 

present hindcast tends to give negative bias at sheltered locations as shown in Table 3 and Figure 542 

10 despite the overestimation of the approaching swells. This is likely attributed to the absence 543 
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of diffraction in the governing equation used by the spectral wave models. As part of a 544 

sensitivity study prior to the production, we conducted a series of numerical experiments with 545 

the approximate diffraction scheme in the Oahu SWAN model and did not obtain noticeable 546 

improvement of the results at Buoy 51207 in the shadow of northwest swells. Further 547 

development and calibration of the diffraction scheme is needed to account for the energy 548 

transfer into the sheltered region behind a massive headland or island. 549 

5. Conclusions 550 

A system of nested mesoscale atmospheric and spectral wave models driven by the Climate 551 

Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) has produced high-resolution regional wind and wave data 552 

from 1979 to 2013. The 34-year dataset provides a wealth of information for climate research, 553 

infrastructure planning, and resources assessment in Hawaii. The use of CFSR and the updated 554 

source term in WAVEWATCH III provides improved description of the ocean waves in 555 

comparison to previous and existing hindcasts. The high-resolution computations capture unique 556 

features of the regional wind and wave fields along the Hawaiian Islands. The multi-modal sea 557 

states include waves generated by trade winds, cold fronts, and Kona storms as well as swells 558 

from north and south Pacific extratropical storms. Comprehensive satellite and buoy 559 

measurements allow validation of the hindcast for practical application and identification of 560 

model limitations for the challenging island environments.  561 

The QuikSCAT and buoy measurements from 2000 to 2009 provide assessment of the spatial 562 

and temporary patterns of the regional wind hindcast. The computed wind data captures the year-563 

round trade winds as well as episodic cold fronts and Kona storms in Hawaii. The persistent 564 

trade winds from the east and northeast dominate the orographically induced airflows that 565 

include deceleration on the windward slopes, acceleration in channels and around southern 566 

Hawaii Island, and prominent wake formation leeward of the islands. Comparison with 567 

QuikSCAT wind fields shows good overall agreement of the seasonal variation of the trade wind 568 

flow as well as its local deceleration and acceleration around the islands. Discrepancies primarily 569 
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occur in the wake regions leeward of the islands due to inadequate spatial resolution of 570 

QuikSCAT and its overestimation of under calm and variable conditions. The cold fronts and 571 

Kona storms are rapidly varying systems passing through the islands within a period of several 572 

days. Comparison with the measurements shows good reproduction of the general flow patterns 573 

and timing of the events. 574 

The wave climate in Hawaii is dominated by trade wind waves and north Pacific swells. The 575 

south swells, despite their year-around occurrence, are typically small and masked by the 576 

dominant wave components. Cold fronts and Kona storms are less frequent, but can generate 577 

severe wave conditions. The altimetry observations provide validation of the spatial patterns of 578 

selected events corresponding to these wave regimes. The long-term comparison of the hindcast 579 

with available buoy measurements from 1979 to 2013 and altimetry measurements from 1991 to 580 

2011 primarily reflects the dominant trade wind waves and north Pacific swells. The hindcast 581 

provides a good description of the trade wind waves but tends to overestimate the energetic 582 

northwest swell. The spectral models, however, underestimate the wave height in the shadows of 583 

both the wind waves and swells. Accurate modeling of the wave fields at sheltered locations 584 

requires diffraction and other energy transfer mechanisms in the model. The comparison with the 585 

recorded data validates the 34-year hindcast dataset and identifies limitations of spectral wave 586 

modeling for island environments. In addition to climate research and engineering application, 587 

the hindcast dataset provides a baseline for future model development and parameterization 588 

especially for island environments. 589 
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Table 1. Nested computational grids for spectral wave and mesoscale atmospheric modeling. 783 

Model Grid Longitude Latitude Resolution  
WAVEWATCH III global 180°W-180°E 77.5°S-77.5°N 0.5 arc-degree 
WAVEWATCH III Hawaii  161°W -154°W 18°N-23°N 3 arc-minute 
SWAN Kauai 160.35°W-159.2°W 21.7°N-22.35°N 0.3 arc-minute 
SWAN Maui 157.4°W-155.9°W 20.4°N-21.3°N 0.3 arc-minute 
SWAN Oahu 158.35°W-157.6°W 21.2°N -21.75°N 0.3 arc-minute 
SWAN Hawaii Island 156.2°W-154.7°W 18.85°N-20.35°N 0.3 arc-minute 
WRF Central Pacific 175.67°W ~136.26°W 6.35°N~ 37.98°N 18 km 
WRF Hawaii 167.22°W~ 149.30°W 15.39°N ~ 26.69°N 6 km 

 784 

Table 2. Locations and temporal coverage of offshore and nearshore buoys used in model 785 
validation. 786 

Buoy Computational Grid Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) Depth (m) Temporal Coverage 

51000 Global WAVEWATCH III 23.546 154.056 4275 2009.4-2013.3 
51001 Global WAVEWATCH III 23.445 162.279 3430 1981.2-2009.12 
51002 Global WAVEWATCH III 17.094 157.808 5002 1984.9-2013.1 
51003 Hawaii WAVEWATCH III 19.018 160.582 4919 1984.11-2013.6 
51004 Global WAVEWATCH III 17.602 152.395 5230 1984.11-2013.6 
51100 Global WAVEWATCH III 23.558 153.900 4755 2009.4-2013.6 
51101 Global WAVEWATCH III 24.321 162.058 4792 2008.2-2013.6 
51201 Oahu SWAN 21.669 158.120 200 2001.12-2013.6 
51202 Oahu SWAN 21.414 157.679 82 2000.8-2013.6 
51204 Oahu SWAN 21.281 158.124 302 2010.10-2013.6 
51207 Oahu SWAN 21.4775 157.7526 81 2012.10-2013.6 

KNOH1 Oahu SWAN 21.288 157.865 12 2008.9-2012.1 
39 Kauai SWAN 22.00667 159.8333 110 1982.10-1993.9 

51203 Maui SWAN 20.78778 157.0098 201 2007.5-2013.6 
51205 Maui SWAN 21.0195 156.4272 193 2011.12-2013.6 
51206 Hawaii Island SWAN 19.78143 154.968 347 2012.3-Present 
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  Table 3. Error metrics of significant wave height at buoys. 788 

Buoy Start Time End Time Error 
bounds* 

(±m) 

ME 
(m) 

RMSE 
(m) 

COR SI Lin. Reg. 
slop 

51000 04/23/2009 03/10/2013 0.69 0.27 0.46 0.89 0.16 0.96 
51001 02/11/1981 12/24/2009 0.63 0.14 0.44 0.90 0.17 0.95 
51002 09/06/1984 01/14/2013 0.61 0.16 0.41 0.85 0.16 0.94 
51003 11/01/1984 05/31/2013 0.57 0.10 0.41 0.83 0.18 0.92 
51004 11/08/1984 05/31/2013 0.44 0.06 0.29 0.89 0.12 0.87 
51100 04/23/2009 05/31/2013 0.65 0.28 0.45 0.90 0.16 0.99 
51101 02/21/2008 05/31/2013 0.68 0.28 0.47 0.91 0.17 0.99 
51201 09/08/2004 05/31/2013 0.52 0.18 0.35 0.91 0.19 0.96 
51202 09/08/2004 05/31/2013 0.35 0.01 0.22 0.92 0.12 0.90 
51204 10/13/2010 05/31/2013 0.37 -0.06 0.23 0.78 0.17 0.65 
51207 10/29/2012 05/31/2013 0.34 0.02 0.21 0.94 0.12 0.92 

KNOH1 09/01/2008 01/18/2012 0.27 -0.07 0.18 0.67 0.23 0.57 
39 10/22/1982 09/16/1993 0.90 0.37 0.60 0.87 0.28 1.01 

51203 07/01/2007 05/31/2013 0.35 -0.12 0.22 0.71 0.20 0.71 
51205 12/05/2011 05/31/2013 0.60 0.21 0.37 0.89 0.15 0.98 
51206 03/05/2012 05/31/2013 0.41 -.01 0.25 0.89 0.12 0.82 

* Error bounds for 90% of the hindcast data from the measurements as illustrated in Figure 12. 789 

Table 4. Error metrics of significant wave height from the present and NOAA NCEP hindcasts.  790 

Buoy Start Time End Time ME (m) RMSE (m) COR SI Lin. Reg. slop 

NOAA Present NOAA Present NOAA Present NOAA Present NOAA Present 

51001 02/11/1981 12/31/2007 0.24 0.14 0.49 0.44 0.91 0.90 0.18 0.17 1.05 0.95 

51002 09/06/1984 12/31/2007 0.21 0.14 0.45 0.40 0.86 0.85 0.16 0.16 1.04 0.94 

51003 11/01/1984 12/31/2007 0.13 0.07 0.42 0.39 0.86 0.85 0.18 0.17 1.07 0.96 

51004 11/08/1984 12/31/2007 0.15 0.04 0.34 0.29 0.89 0.89 0.13 0.12 0.99 0.87 

 791 
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Table 5. Error metrics of significant wave height from the present hindcast and the prior work of 793 

Stopa et al. (2013).  794 

Buoy Start Time End Time ME (m) RMSE (m) COR SI Lin. Reg. slop 

Prior Present Prior Present Prior Present Prior Present Prior Present 

51001 01/02/2000 12/24/2009 0.08 0.14 0.38 0.39 0.90 0.91 0.16 0.16 0.83 0.95 
51002 01/02/2000 12/31/2009 0.11 0.16 0.39 0.36 0.80 0.87 0.15 0.14 0.81 0.93 
51003 01/02/2000 12/31/2009 0.1 0.06 0.38 0.33 0.81 0.86 0.17 0.15 0.82 0.93 
51004 01/02/2000 10/07/2009 0.02 0.06 0.29 0.24 0.87 0.91 0.12 0.10 0.75 0.85 
51100 04/24/2009 12/31/2009 0.26 0.20 0.44 0.35 0.89 0.92 0.16 0.14 0.88 0.90 
51101 02/21/2008 12/31/2009 0.26 0.24 0.49 0.46 0.88 0.90 0.19 0.18 0.82 0.93 
51201 09/08/2004 12/31/2009 0.09 0.17 0.35 0.35 0.90 0.92 0.2 0.19 0.92 0.96 
51202 09/08/2004 12/30/2009 0.09 -0.01 0.29 0.23 0.89 0.92 0.14 0.12 0.86 0.88 
51203 07/01/2007 12/31/2009 0.11 -0.13 0.26 0.22 0.67 0.76 0.27 0.20 0.70 0.73 

KNOH1 09/01/2008 12/31/2009 0.09 -0.07 0.23 0.18 0.59 0.68 0.28 0.23 0.60 0.56 
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 797 
 798 

Figure 1. Illustration of Hawaii wave climate, location map for buoys and geographical features, 799 
and layout of nested computational grids for WAVEWATCH III and SWAN. 800 
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 802 
Figure 2. Meteorological and wave conditions from models and satellites for the trade wind 803 
event on August 17, 2005. The red and black boxes in the left panels outline the high-resolution 804 
WRF and WATCHWATCH III domains. 805 
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 807 
Figure 3. Meteorological and wave conditions from models and satellites for the cold front on 808 
March 1, 2004. The red and black boxes in the left panels outline the high-resolution WRF and 809 
WATCHWATCH III domains. 810 
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 812 
Figure 4. Meteorological and wave conditions from models and satellites for the Kona storm on 813 
Dec 5, 2007. The red and black boxes in the left panels outline the high-resolution WRF and 814 
WATCHWATCH III domains. 815 
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 817 

Figure 5. Wave conditions from models and satellites for the south swell on July 12, 2001.  818 
 819 
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 821 
Figure 6. Wave conditions from models and satellites for the north swell on January 5, 2001. 822 
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 824 

Figure 7. Mean summer and winter 10-m winds from Hawaii WRF and QuikSCAT for 2000 to 825 
2009. 826 
 827 
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 829 

Figure 8. Error metrics of wind speeds from Hawaii WRF and QuikSCAT for 2000 to 2009. 830 

 831 
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 833 
Figure 9. GlobWAVE altimetry observations around Hawaii from 1991 to 2011. (a) Track 834 
distribution. (b) Number of observations per cell. 835 
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 837 
Figure 10. Error metrics of significant wave heights from Hawaii WAVEWATCH III and 838 
GlobWAVE altimetry measurements for 1991 to 2011.  839 
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 841 
Figure 11. Comparison of recorded (black) and hindcast (red) wave parameters at selected 842 

offshore and nearshore buoys for 2012. 843 
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 845 

Figure 12. Scatter plots of hindcast significant wave heights and buoy measurements at selected 846 
offshore and nearshore buoys. Black line denotes perfect match, blue lines delineate 90% of the 847 
data, and red line is the linear regression.  848 
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 849 
Figure 13. Quantile-quantile plots of hindcast significant wave heights and buoy measurements 850 
at selected offshore and nearshore buoys. Black line denotes perfect match and black dash lines 851 
delineate the ±5% error bounds. 852 




